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The magic of the art studio is BACK!

Welcome Back Artists
Hello! My name is Ms Russell and I am the art teacher at Queens
Metropolitan HS. I have been teaching at for 13 years and this is
my 7th at Metro. After a long time out of the building we are
back and ready to make art. We have all survived emotional,
physical and social tolls over the past few years. Now that we are
back in the Art Studio at Metro we are gearing up for so much
amazing exploration of materials, ideas, themes and art making
processes. We have started with drawing and will keep building
from there.
I want to thank all of our families for their support and hope you
enjoy this very small snippet of art produced in 5010! I am bad at
social media but we do have a class instagram @jenrussellart
where I post when I remember.
Best - Ms Russell

IDENTITY DRAWINGS

Artist: Jay Zhang

The Intro art classes embarked on an exploration of their identities and how to visually represent themselves
using line drawing, pattern, contrast and color. Some of our artist influences included: Yayoi Kusama, Temi
Coker, Gustav Klimt, Keith Haring, Lisa Congdon, Brianna McCarthy and more.

IDENTITY DRAWINGS ( C ONT. )

NEXT ON DE C K: PERSONAL STILL LIVES
We have been working more recently on learning how to use shading and values to create 3-dimensional objects
and spaces. Students learned contour line drawing and how to control their pencil to create even values. Now they
are using those skills to create their very own still life images with a lot of variety in their final pieces. I'm excited to
share those next time!

Above: Grey & Denniel
Below: Regis

I enjoyed practicing
how I can connect
what I see with what
I'm drawing on my
paper. Something I
found frustrating was
that the sketches
were not looking as
accurate as I thought
they would be for
what I was trying to
draw, but I soon
realized that was
part of the process.
Angela Bravo, reflecting on
the drawing exercises we
did in class

ADVAN C ED ARTISTS
We started the year with a variety of drawing exercises and materials - playing with color and line. Then, we
looked at how artists tell stories using line and color. I gave a very loose theme of "My current Moment" as a
chance to reflect upon where the artists are right now (senior year!). The variety is my favorite aspect of the work.
Some of our artist influences were: Picasso, Bryant Giles, Pamela Phatsimo Sunstrum, Jason Polan, etc.

ADVAN C ED DRAWINGS ( C ONT. )

UP NEXT FOR ADVAN C ED: PORTRAITS
Advanced students are diving right into the art making. They are an incredibly diverse group in terms of style and
concept. In order to make work without forcing a material on anyone we spent a few weeks exploring and playing
with a variety of drawing materials on our easels doing quick sketches of faces. Now the artists are using their
voices to create their portraits that reveal something about the subject. Each one is very unique and tells its own
story so I look forward to sharing those with you in the future. There is a lot of skill in the room!

